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Chapter 1

Jack and Annie are brother and sister. Annie likes to pretend. Jack does not like to pretend. Annie runs into the woods. Annie finds a treehouse with a ladder. There are books in the treehouse. Jack loves books.
Chapter 2

Jack and Annie find a book about their forest in the treehouse. There is a book about dinosaurs in the treehouse.

Jack wants to see a dinosaur. The treehouse spins and the wind blows. Jack sees a dinosaur outside the window.

Adapted from the original text *Magic Treehouse: Dinosaurs Before Dark*, by Mary Pope Osborne
Chapter 3

Jack reads the dinosaur book. Jack knows the treehouse is in Dinosaur Land. Jack is confused. Annie thinks the treehouse traveled through time.
Jack and Annie touch the dinosaur. The dinosaur is soft like a dog. Jack takes notes. Jack likes to learn.

Annie names the dinosaur Henry. Annie talks to Henry.
Chapter 5

Jack sees a Triceratops. Jack knows they are in Dinosaur Land.

Annie falls in front of the Triceratops. The Triceratops looks at Annie and runs away. Jack finds a gold medal in the grass. The gold medal has an M on it.
Chapter 6

Annie touches a nest of baby dinosaurs. The mother dinosaur yells at Annie. The mother dinosaur waves her arms. Annie gets on the ground and pretends to be a dinosaur. The dinosaur moms stop eating and run to the baby dinosaurs. They know a Tyrannosaurus-Rex is coming.

Adapted from the original text *Magic Treehouse: Dinosaurs Before Dark*, by Mary Pope Osborne
Chapter 7

Jack and Annie hide in the treehouse. Jack forgot his backpack and dinosaur book on the hill. Jack goes outside to get his backpack. The Tyrannosaurus-Rex blocks the door.
Chapter 8


Adapted from the original text *Magic Treehouse: Dinosaurs Before Dark*, by Mary Pope Osborne
Chapter 9

Henry flies away with Jack. Jack was happy.

Jack climbs up the treehouse. Jack finds the forest book. The forest book takes Jack and Annie home.
Chapter 10

Jack and Annie hear their mom. Time stopped while Jack and Annie were gone. Jack and Annie keep the treehouse a secret.

Adapted from the original text *Magic Treehouse: Dinosaurs Before Dark*, by Mary Pope Osborne